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There were idiots â€“ and then there were the Ancients.More than two thousand years ago, the

Ancients decided that simply killing each other with all the power in one world wasnâ€™t enough.

No. They had to use the power of countless other worlds to kill each other.Unfortunately, things

didnâ€™t quite work out the way they planned.The barriers separating the world of Fracture from

other worlds shattered, and the Ancients were overrun by endless hordes of otherworldly monsters.

Civilisation collapsed, monsters ate lots of people, and pretty much everything that could go wrong

did go wrong.Oops.Eventually, the survivors invented barriers, a powerful form of magic capable of

stabilising parts of Fracture and keeping out otherworldly monsters. Score one for civilisation.Sophie

is a graduate of Relicâ€™s Temple, a warrior trained to use innate magic to fight all manner of

bloodthirsty otherworldly monsters in hand-to-hand combat. At her legendary motherâ€™s behest,

she goes on a journey to find her motherâ€™s almost-as-legendary former student. The problem is

that Matilda isnâ€™t quite what all the legends say.Oh, Matilda has got ass kicking down to an art

form, and sheâ€™s an absolute genius at barrier magic, but sheâ€™s also an irredeemable (and

highly successful) flirt who is seemingly immune to the effects of alcohol. She also likes to give

people nicknames â€“ irritatingly accurate nicknames.Before she knows it, Sophie is part of

Matildaâ€™s crew, journeying across Fracture in semi-epic fashion while performing acts of heroism

for fame, charity, glory, and the occasional big payday. When sheâ€™s not being fired out of a

sky-ship to board a pirate vessel, sheâ€™s fighting hordes of otherworldly monsters with a troubled

city in their sights.But it is beneath a shattered sky that Sophie finally learns that Matilda really is

every bit the legend people say she is.
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Loved it. Am eagerly awaiting more in this series, as well as the other series by LG Estrella. The

writing is engaging and punctuated with dry humor throughout. It's refreshing when I come across

well written books. I look forward to learning more about the characters in this other world.

I liked this story more than expected from the synopsis, but trusted the author from previous books.

The characters are dimensional, it was pleasantly surprising to have a main character with a temper

that wasn't consumed or self destructive because of it. Seemed plausible.The world is unique, fun,

and beyond my ability to understand all its glory. This book was a single session read that was

quick and fun. Looking forward to other adventures for the cast.

Read the excerpt on your fanfiction blog and was hooked! Really enjoyed the story - you've created

a cast of characters and world that is fleshed out and unique, and have left me wanting more. Can't

wait to read your other stories. Keep this up!

Can't wait for the 2nd in the series. I found this author after reading some of their fanfiction on

RWBY. This story was very well written and extremely entertaining.
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